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You've never used a video guide like this before. You loved Chariots of Fire and you want to see

something like it. Where do you start? Look up Chariots of Fire in the index, and find it in Drama.

There you'll see it listed under White Flannel Films: Welcome to the glory days of the British empire

when the ruling class rode horses on large country estates, servants were in plentiful supply, and

only an adulterous lover questioned the status quo. As in other costume dramas, the period details

are celebrations of all that was brilliant and luxurious, with the camera sweeping over British, Indian,

or African country scapes and exquisite turn-of-the-century interiors. But all this lush upholstery

doesn't cover up the intelligent, thoughtful stories - usually based on Lawrence, Forster, and Waugh

novels - played by stellar British actors. In White Flannel Films there are concise, witty reviews of

select movies like A Room with a View A Passage to India Heat and Dust The Shooting Party Out of

Africa White Mischief and more There is also a unique ratings system that helps you distinguish the

bombs from the sleepers. But the key is that all these films offer the same kind of viewing

experience - if you like one, chances are good you'll like the others, too. Seen That, Now What? is

your own personal video genius, who knows everything about movies and exactly what you like to

watch.
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As a die-hard film buff, I am tough to please when it comes to video guides. I've got them all, Maltin,

Halliwell, Kael, Ebert, Baseline, etc., but the one I use the most is SEEN THAT, NOW WHAT. Not



only is the system of categorization brilliant, but the capsule reviews themselves are uncommonly

astute. They also have a system of symbols to help classify each film (classic, visually interesting,

for buffs only, etc.) that puts the "star" system to shame.

i need it , love it . the speed is so amazing. I have bought several Bread products recently as I have

started to make homemade bread. This product was reasonably priced and does an excellent job

slicing our bread thick or thin. A buyer should not be fearful that this product is below par - very

good product at a good price! Don't be afraid, just order the product and enjoy your bread. love it .

This video guide opens up a whole new universe. For the first time someone has mapped-out a

birdseye view of the entire world of movies. It may only include 5400 films, but it has chosen films

that are available at most video stores and are considered the most representative (good and bad)

of their genre. The guide arranges films chronologically and according to genre/look/tone and

sometimes actor and director. It's so easy to use, almost like using the yellow pages. Finally, it's got

a unique writing voice that clearly and entertainingly reviews the movies (plus identifying which films

are gold standards, classics, visual spectacles etc. by use of icons) This will change the way people

browse for movies

Lot's of movies reviewed. Interesting book for thinking about genres. Sometimes things get lumped

together in odd ways. My only pet peeve with the book is that the actor and director indexes only list

page numbers, not movie titles. For example, when you flip to pages 238, 267, 389 and 403 to see

what movie starred Amy Irving, you are confronted with 20 or more capsule reviews per page.

Ferreting out which one(s) have Irving in it is a major headache. But if you already know a title, that

index works great.

"Seen that" wins my vote for the most disappointing video guide currently available on the market.If

you liked "When Harry Met Sally", wouldn't you expect to find a list of additional highly rated

romantic comedies? Right? Wrong!Many of the "Now What" selections are lowly rated films from the

same genre. I was amazed to find films sporting D and C- ratings as viewing suggestions alongside

the winners.In my opinion, if you're looking for the cream of the crop in movie guides, The TLA Film

and Video Guide 2000-2001, would make a far better choice."Seen That, Now What?" is now

quickly and quietly on its way to my local used book store - where it belongs.



I cannot wait for the next edition of this guide. They do an excellent job of putting the films in a

proper creative context. A must for anyone interested in movies.
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